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Main components of the
AEROCOMPACT®CompactPITCH XT
System
Carrier components Tiled roof
XT25

XT35

XT40

XT25 roof hooks for tile roofing
[25mm width]

XT35 roof hook for tile roofing
[35mm width]

XT40 roof hook for tile roofing
[40mm width]

XTCL25

XTCL35

XTCL40

XTCL25 roof hook [25mm width], XTCL35 roof hook [35mm width], XTCL40 roof hook [40mm width],
quick release lock
quick release lock
quick release lock
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PV module terminals
CLE10

CLM10

CLE10 Click-End Module Clamp End Position 3050mm

CLM10 click center module clamp center position
30-50mm
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Attachment parts CompactPITCH
X40

X50

XPCN 40-50

X40 support profile H=40mm

X50 support profile H=50mm

XPCN profile connector
40/50

XDL

XDL Cross connector for X rail
XCR40 XCL40

XCR50 XCL50

XCR40 Plastic cap right-left / X40

XCR50 XCL50 Plastic cap right-left /
X50

EL05

[[[Nicht definierte VariableArtikelnamen.EL10 Einzelteil]]]
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EL05 attachment adapter (H=50mm
total), pre-assembled, M8

EL10 attachment adapter (H=100mm
total), pre-assembled, M8

PS Elevation for 5-7°
[short]

PM elevation for 5-7° [medium].

PL Elevation for 5-7° [Long]

LSP - Fuse set for
PS/PM/PL
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Module clamps and other components
Wire clamp 8-10

802602

Aluminium round wire

802602

Cable ties incl. clip function

800706

Cable tie incl. mounting clip

802604
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The CLE10 and CLM10 terminal for
CompactPITCH
One clamp for all AEROCOMPACT® systems!
The endclamp and middle clamp can be used with all AEROCOMPACT® flat roof, pitched roof and metal
roof systems.

Height adjustability:
Module clamps can be used for a clamp insert between 30mm and 50mm module height.

CompactCLAMP - CLE10

o

o

CLE10 - Height adjustability: Turning the
screw clockwise reduces the clamping
height.
Turning the lower part of the clip deactivates
the grid function.

CompactCLAMP - CLM10

o
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CLM10 - Height adjustability: Turning the
screw clockwise reduces the clamping
height.

Preparation for use with CompactPITCH systems
CLE10 - Stepless version (For CompactMETAL CLM10 - Stepless version (For CompactMETAL
applications)
applications)

o

CLE10 - End clamp for use at the end of a
module field. 90° twisted. Therefore no toothing is possible.

o

CLM10 - middle clamp for use between two
modules. 90° twisted.

Ground pins:
The function of the pins is to provide potential equalization between system components. If necessary,
grounding of the mounting system must be ensured in accordance with country-specific regulations. In
addition, some PV modules require grounding of the module frames by the manufacturer. The earthing
pins in the Aerocompact module clamps support both by ensuring a permanent electrically conductive connection between module frame and roof connection.
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Click assembly
The example of TMR08 / metal roof

o

Place the clamp perpendicular to the mounting rail.

o

When attaching
the click clamp it
is important that
both flanks are in
contact simultaneously.

o

o
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By pressing
the screw, the
two flanks are
pressed into
the mounting
rail until both
flanks snap
into place.
Figure below:
Correct
engagement

o

The clamp can
now be easily
moved in the
mounting rail to
adapt it to the
mounting conditions.

Tightening torques and instructions
for the screws
o

o

o

o

All M8 screws must be fixed with a tightening torque of 15Nm. The tightening
torque must be checked with a torque wrench.
Make sure that all threads are clean and undamaged. Insert the screws
straight and slowly. Do not screw against increased resistance to avoid damage and seizing of the threads.

This applies in particular to the module clamps, where both higher and lower tightening torques can
cause problems.
Some module manufacturers specify different (usually lower) tightening torques. Some module
manufacturers specify different (usually lower) tightening torques.
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Tools and resources
You need the following aids and tools

Measuring tape

Allen key 6mm, 8mm

Cordless screwdriver

Torque wrench with torque adjustment >18 NM

Catch line
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Before you start

On the following pages you will find information required for the installation of a pitched roof PV system
with CompactPITCH X. Read these assembly instructions carefully and completely. Contact AERO Service if there are any uncertainties. Make sure that all persons involved in the installation have the necessary knowledge and skills and that all persons involved have read and understood the installation
instructions or have been adequately instructed for their work.
Check whether the situation on site is in accordance with the planning. This concerns, among other
things, the location, the surroundings and the height of the building; the dimensions, the inclination, the
roof covering and, if applicable, the structure of the roof; the type, position and size of obstacles on the
roof (windows, dormers, antennas, chimneys, maintenance ladders, ventilation; pipes and lightning protection possibly not visible in the satellite image or changed in the meantime; lateral space required for sliding windows), as well as renovation requirements on the roof.
Make sure that the roof covering is not made of material containing asbestos (e.g. old corrugated fibre
cement boards) and that no other such material is built into the roof structure. Work on asbestos-contaminated roofs may only be carried out by qualified specialist companies and under special safety precautions.
Make sure that the material (steel / aluminium) and material thickness of a metallic roof covering are in
accordance with the assumptions in the planning. Adjust the planning of the fasteners if you find weaker
material than previously assumed.
On tiled and shingle roofs, check the exact type of roof covering. With plain tiles, for example, instead of
the usual double covering there is crown covering, which requires special measures). The structure of
shingle and slate roofing can be very different; in this case you may need to use the services of a specialised roofing company.
Check the condition of the roof covering (corrosion) and also the materials that are important for the waterproofing of the roof (e.g. porous sealing rubber on screws, corroded metal around screws) before you intervene in the existing situation. You are obliged to leave a defect- free roof after completion of your
installation.
The detailed planning of the assembly system must be carried out with the AERO-Tool software. Stellen
Sie sicher, dass die aktuellen Montage-, Ballast- und Befestigungspläne für die gesamte Anlage bzw. alle
Teile der Anlage auf der Baustelle vorliegen. Work exactly according to these plans. Unauthorized deviations from the plans can lead to loss of warranty and exclusion of liability in case of damage to property
and personal injury.
Die technische Dokumentation ist Bestandteil des Produkts. Non-compliance with the installation instructions or use of non-system components and materials (unless expressly approved by Aerocompact) is
considered improper use and will result in extensive loss of warranty and exclusion of liability. On-site clarification of the suitability of the roof (materials, state of preservation, load-bearing capacity) and the building (statics) is the responsibility of the installer, client and building owner or the specialists they call in.
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The project-specific clarification of the suitability of the PV module used (type of module installation, local
load effects) is the responsibility of the installer and building owner. In these points Aerocompact accepts
no responsibility or liability in the event of damage.
Find out in advance about the detailed regulations on occupational safety and health that apply locally. During the entire construction period, pay particular attention to the following basic safety instructions
(without claiming completeness). Find out in advance about the detailed regulations on occupational
safety and health that apply locally.
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Types of use XT pitched roof components
Different roof hooks and hanger bolts are used depending on the roof structure. These either support the
module rails directly, on which the PV modules are fixed with module clamps (single-layer system); or
they support the base rails as the first rail layer, on which the module rails are mounted as the second
layer (at right angles to the first), which in turn support the PV modules (two-layer system, cross-link).
Cross-linked systems are used either when it is necessary for assembly reasons (e.g. because of a special roof construction) or when the location places high demands on the statics (e.g. when there is a high
snow load).

pantile hooks
XTCL25, XTCL35, XTCL40, XT25, XT35, XT40
available in 3 thicknesses (25mm, 35mm, 40mm wide), depending on static requirements Rail connection
standard (horizontal; also with Click quick mounting) or rotatable (horizontal l/ vertical)
Anchoring in the rafters with tested and approved, self-drilling wood screws with multiple adjustments for
optimum fit in any pantile roofing suitable for single-layer (modules preferably upright) and two-layer
(cross-linked) systems
made of aluminium (stainless steel fittings)

Horizontal rails X40 and X50
As horizontal rails (all systems) and base rails (only two-layer systems, cross-linked), aluminium profiles
are available in two thicknesses (height 40mm or 50mm), application depending on structural requirements. Fixing of the rails at the side, thus easily accessible during installation. Connection between base
rail and horizontal rail with cross connector (aluminium, stainless steel screw connections). All rails avail-
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able in mill finish aluminium or black anodized. Delivery length 6.2 m or 4.2 m. Formation of continuous rail
tracks from individual rails with the aid of inserted profile connectors.

Variant EL05 and [[[Nicht definierte VariableArtikelnamen.EL10 Einzelteil]]]
If a particularly large distance between the module and the roof is required, EL05 or top-mounted adapters
can be [[[Nicht definierte VariableArtikelnamen.EL10 Einzelteil]]]planned and installed. These are preferably installed in a vertical position between (vertical) horizontal rail and module clamp or between (vertical)
base rail and (horizontal) horizontal rail. Only the low attachment adapter EL05 may be mounted in horizontal position.

Dachhaken für Biberschwanz
(available soon (10-2019)
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Standard geometry for plain tile in normal double covering. Anchoring in the rafter with tested and
approved self-drilling wood screws. Preferably used in conjunction with galvanized steel shims. Suitable
for single-layer (modules preferably on edge) and two-layer (cross-linked) systems
stainless steel

Roof hooks for slate / shingles
(in Kürze verfügbar (12-2019)
Standard-Geometrie für nicht-profilierte Platten oder Schindeln. Anchoring in the roof with tested and
approved self-drilling wood screws, special fitting and installation depending on the characteristics of the
roofing Suitable for single-layer (modules preferably upright) and two-layer (cross-linked) stainless steel
systems.
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XT25/XT35 roof hooks, single-layer
mounting of X40/X50 support profiles
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Individual parts XT25/XT25-X40/X50

1

XT25 roof hooks for tile roofing [25mm width], XT35 roof
hooks for tile roofing [35mm width], XT40 roof hooks for tile
roofing [40mm width]

XT25/XT35/XT40

2

X40 support profile H=40mm, X50 support profile H=50mm

X40/X50

3

CLE10 Click-End Module Clamp End Position 30-50mm

CLE10

4

CLM10 click center module clamp center position 30-50mm

CLM10

5

XCR40 plastic cap right-left / X40/XCR50 XCL50 plastic cap
right-left / X50
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XCR40 XCL40

Mounting XT25, XT35 and XT40 roof hooks for tile roofs [40mm width]
Take the positions of the roof hooks from the planning documents and mark them on the roof. Legen
Sie im Bereich der Dachbefestigung den Dachsparren frei, indem Sie einen oder mehrere Ziegel entnehmen und/oder nach oben schieben.

Position the XT25 or XT35 pitched roof hook and
align it accordingly.

1. Align the pitched roof hook centrally on the
beam.
2. Maintain distance accordingly.
Position the base plate so that it rests on the rafter
with at least 6 cm width.
(in compliance with edge distances and offset in the
wood fibre according to the wood construction standard)
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Fix the XT25, XTCL35 or XT35 pitched roof hook (on
the rafter) and the bracket (on the base plate) in this
position. (for the base plate: 2 screws with d=8mm
or 3 screws with d=6mm)

Loosen the connection between the base plate and
the support bracket to be able to use the adjustability.
1. Allen screw for fixing the vertical levelling possibilities and fixing the splint.
2. Allen screw for fixing the adjustment possibilities horizontally and setting the clearance height for the pantile.

1. Horizontal compensation possibility
2. Height adjustability (brick free space)
Slide the bracket up until it is far enough away from
the underlying tile.
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o
o

At least 2 mm at the top edge of the brick
At least 5 mm at the lower end of the bracket

Finally, check the correct positioning again.
o

3. if necessary, correct the height again with
the vertical adjustment option

Return all tiles above and beside the roof hooks to
their original position.
Check whether the roofing directly around the roof
hook is correctly closed again.

If a gap remains open under the tile above the roof
hook, remove the tile.
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Carefully remove a piece of the interlocking on the
lower edge without damaging the brick.

Replace the tile and check the roof tightness again.
Don't leave a crack.
(Otherwise moisture can penetrate here in the form
of driving rain or blowing snow).

In between, check again and again that the roof
hooks are aligned horizontally and vertically. Only
then can the rails subsequently be mounted without
problems and pretension.

The mounting of the rails and modules is described in the corresponding sections (after the roof fixings).
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Mounting XT25 roof hooks for tile roofing [25mm width]-X40/X50 and
XW10250 hanger bolt M10x250mm/XW10250/XW10300/XW12250/XW12300
G
1. The horizontal rails X40/X50 (or the base rails in the
case of two-layer or cross-connection systems) are
attached to the side of the roof hooks or hanger
bolts.

Lay out the rails according to the planning documents and if
connectors are used, insert them into the rails on one side.

1. The height of the mounting position on the fastener is
variable. Pay attention to height compensation when
mounting the rails.
Mount the rails lower on all fasteners that are higher up (typically at the edge of the roof) and higher on all fasteners that
are lower down (typically in the middle of the roof where the
roof structure is slightly "sagging"). The rails and connectors should later be as free as possible from tensions
and deformations.
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1. Place the rails on each connector with the lateral
groove.
2. Turn the screw on the fastener so that the threaded
plate dips into the groove of the rail.

On the first fastener, make sure that the rail protrudes to the
side as planned. Set the correct height of the rail on the
fastener and press on the rail (toothing fixed position).

First turn the screw to the right so that the threaded plate is
crosswise in the groove, and then slowly and in a controlled
manner until the connection is tightened (max.15 Nm).

If rails are connected longitudinally using rail connectors
(XPCN 40-50), the connector must be inserted into both
rails until a first resistance occurs.
It is not possible to fix the rails exactly at the height of the
connector. If the butt joint between two rails is exactly on
the fastener, the two rails may have to be offset by 2cm so
that one of them can be fixed.
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Finally, close the rail with the plastic caps XCR40 XCL40
for 40mm rails or XCR50 XCL50 for 50mm rails.
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XT Mounting the modules
In the following description, module assembly starts at the top of the module field so that you can work
below. If the slight inclination of the roof allows it, you can also start at the bottom and work from the top;
then it is largely unnecessary to hold the modules while fixing the module clamps.
Furthermore, the assembly with simple module clamps with threaded plates is described, which must be
inserted bit by bit and usually held until they are fixed.
You can pre-assemble the click clamps completely on the fold clamps before the first module is mounted.

The clamps can still be moved horizontally afterwards.
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Position the first module of the module field - usually in the top left or right corner. Insert module terminating clamps into the horizontal rails

Horizontal horizontal horizontal rail:
Clamps to the right or left of the module;

Align the module as accurately as possible, since even small inaccuracies over the subsequent modules
up to the end of the field can add up to large deviations from the planning This impairs the visual effect of
the PV system on the roof and, in the worst case, also the statics.
Pay attention to this:
o
o

that the clamped frame side is aligned perpendicular to the horizontal rails,
that the clamps maintain the minimum distance to the end of the rail (40mm screw-rail end)
Now press the end clamps against the module frame from above without
a gap (<1mm) and tighten them slowly and in a controlled manner (see
section Tightening torque for screws) without moving the module or twisting the clamp.

Now connect the next module on the same rails.
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Place middle clamps between the two modules in the horizontal rails, press the second module against
the middle clamps and the first module, align it as accurately as possible with the first (aligning), and
tighten the middle clamps slowly and in a controlled manner.

Continue the assembly. Terminate the vertical row with terminating clamp. Check the alignment and position of all modules in the first row, as the second row will be aligned with them.
Now attach the module cables to the module frames with the cable tie clips 800706 in such a way that you
can easily connect the modules to form strings and the cables and connectors are later held securely, protected, not too loose and without contact to the roof surface.
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Now mount the second row of modules along the first, and then further rows until the module field is completed.
First fix the module cables as described above and establish plug connections from row to row before
aligning and fixing a module.

Adjacent modules should be precisely aligned vertically and horizontally. The distance between the modules according to the planning must be checked continuously. After each row, check that the rows and
edges are level.
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Detailed dimensions XT25/XT25-X40/X50-CLE10/CLM10
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The AeroTOOL Plan
The installation of the CompactFLAT system must be carried out exactly according to the plan created
with the AeroTOOL software. Neben sämtlichen Auslegungsdaten liefern der Projektbericht und die Montagepläne vor allem folgende Informationen, die für die Errichtung der PV-Anlage unmittelbar wichtig sind:

Module - Layout
The exact positioning of the PV modules relative to each other provides the basis for the calculation of
wind loads based on wind tunnel tests. If the roof characteristics on site do not correspond to the planning,
the person responsible for planning must be consulted and, if necessary, the statics and material requirements must be recalculated
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System components (assembly plan)
The use of the system components is largely directly predetermined by the module layout. The detailed
dimensioning of the project areas, interference areas and module fields allows an exact and problem-free
implementation of the plan in the terrain.
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Load capacity (structural analysis plan)
The calculated utilization of the fasteners and rails is based on characteristics of the roof covering (e.g. tile
size, bead/rebate distance, profile height, material) and the roof construction (e.g. rafter or purlin distance,
material). The calculated utilization of fasteners and rails is based on characteristics of the roof covering
(e.g. bead/rebate spacing, profile height, material) and the roof construction (e.g. purlin spacing, material).
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Technical data CompactPITCH
Description of the

sRail-based mounting systems for framed or frameless PV
modules on tiled and corrugated roofs

Field of application

On pan tile, plain tile, shingle, corrugated and sandwich
roofs

Module dimensions

Any length and width, frame height 30-50 mm, frameless

Installation angle

Roof parallel

Distance to roof surface

At least 100 mm

Distance roof edge

No minimum distance

max. Gebäudehö

Unlimited (observe local standards)

max. roof pitch

60°, with suitable PV modules also steeper

max. field size

approx. 12 m along continuous rail, otherwise unlimited

min. max. field size

1 module

Wind load

Suction load normally up to 2.4 kN/m2 (kPa)

Snow load

Compressive load in cross bond up to 5.4 kN/m2

Design / Proof of stability

Software-supported on the basis of national / European /
international standards

On-site requirements

A sufficient load-bearing capacity and compressive strength
of the floor must be ensured by the customer. The general
terms and conditions of business and guarantee as well as
the user agreement apply.

Module release

Normally not required

Components

Module clamps with earthing pins and click insert, aluminium profile rails, longitudinal rail connectors, cross rail
connectors, hanger bolts, roof hooks

Materials

Load-bearing connecting parts, profile rails and module
clamps made of aluminium EN AW 6063 T66, screws made
of stainless steel A2-70, EPDM seals
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Special instructions for mounting CompactPITCH X

Be aware of the great danger of slipping and possibly falling on damp or frozen pitched roofs.
Avoid mechanical damage to the roof covering. Roof tiles and concrete roofing tiles as well as trapezoidal
sheet metal and corrugated sheet metal can be sensitive to treading if no load-distributing aids are used on
the roo Corrugated fibre cement can break through completely and cause a fall into the building.
Maintain the corrosion protection of the roof covering. Take care not to damage the protective coating of
steel sheets with tools or when stepping on them. Do not use materials that can cause contact corrosion
(screws supplied by Aerocompact are made of stainless steel) Do not leave metallic residues.
Do not block the temperature-related expansion of the roof covering. Limit the additional temperaturerelated stresses between the PV system and the roof covering; in particular, do not exceed the size of the
module fields according to the planning.
Do not use roof fasteners and rails as climbing aids. The components could be damaged or destroyed by
local overloading.
Ensure that potential equalization, grounding and lightning protection are carried out professionally during
installation, if possible, but in any case after completion of the work.
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Safety Instructions
Observe local, regional, national and international regulations on occupational health and safety, both
those of a general nature and those with local, technical or material-specific content. Observe local,
regional, national and international regulations on occupational health and safety, both those of a general
nature and those with local, technical or material-specific content.
In particular, ensure that professionally constructed fall protection systems made of tested and approved
components are installed on all roof edges and around roof areas that are not fall-through proof (e.g. skylights) and/or that such areas are effectively cordoned off. Always work with load distribution aids on roofing or roof structures that are not sufficiently stable (e.g. thin sheet metal, corrugated fibre cement). In
addition to fall protection, helmet, safety shoes, protective clothing and gloves (danger of cuts, possibly
danger of electric shock) are mandatory for all persons.
Do not work in strong winds, especially not with PV modules. Do not work in wet conditions or at temperatures below freezing point, as the roof surface may be slippery depending on the roof pitch.
Avoid hazards due to electric shock. Even a single PV module can generate a voltage under normal daylight conditions, which indirectly increases the risk of an accident if touched by persons. As soon as several modules are connected in series, there is a direct danger of electric shock. The technically common
string voltages of up to 1000 or even 1500 volts can be fatal. Avoid unprotected plug contacts and open circuits. Ensure potential equalization and, if necessary, grounding of all electrically conductive components
in good time.

Occupational health and safety requirements applicable to the installation of PV systems are laid down in
numerous laws, guidelines, rules and regulations, which differ both nationally and regionally. It is not possible to provide an even approximately complete list of the regulations here.
The executing company is responsible for ensuring that work is carried out in accordance with the relevant
regulations. In any case, the focus is on the goal of accident prevention, which includes the following risks
and measures:

Fall protection at the edges of the roof
Even a few metres of falling height can be life-threatening. Crashes must therefore be prevented by suitable safety measures.
Collective protection in the form of a stable guardrail is usually preferable to individual securing by PPE
harness, guide rope and attachment point on the roof, sometimes accepted as the only solution.
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Breakthrough protection in the roof area
Roof windows, skylights, large ventilation flaps etc. often cannot withstand the weight or impact of a person. Such objects must be secured in a similar way to the edge of the roof.
Corrugated fibre cement roofs can be at risk of breakthrough over the entire surface; in this case, walking
paths must be defined and secured with load distribution measures.

Use of safe climbing aids
Only suitable, intact and tested conductors may be used. These must be set up correctly according to
technical specifications and secured from a certain height.
Separate rules apply for mechanical climbing aids (lifts, elevators, ...). Under no circumstances may the
PV mounting system be used as a climbing aid.
In case of unsuitable weather conditions, work on the roof must not be continued any longer than necessary - or not started at all. Wet or even frozen roof coverings are slippery, which significantly increases the
risk of an accident. Strong wind practises above all enormous forces are exerted on the large-area PV modules, there is a risk that a module could be torn off the roof and people could be injured.

Protection against electric shock
On the one hand, danger is posed by the PV system itself if modules are connected in series to form
strings. Just a few modules are enough to trigger a violent electric shock, which itself may be harmless,
but can cause the person concerned to lose balance. Longer strings deliver voltages up to 1000 V (latest
technology up to 1500 V), which are potentially lethal.
On the other hand, when working on the roof, you can quickly reach above-ground power supply lines.
Here, the required safety distances must be maintained or - if this is not possible - the affected cables
must be disconnected from the power supply.

Protection against falling objects
Areas below the roof on which work is being carried out must be protected from any falling objects. Where
this does not succeed, affected areas must be closed to the public.
Persons involved in the construction project must wear safety helmets.

General precautions
Gloves (sharp objects) and safety shoes (tools falling to the ground) must be worn to protect against injuries directly caused by the activities.
People who are not healthy and fit should not participate in work on roofs.
The executing company is responsible for ensuring that work is carried out in accordance with the relevant
regulations.
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This includes checking that all accident prevention regulations in their currently valid version are observed
and that sufficient protection is provided against falling parts (e.g. occupational safety regulations of the
Central Association of the German Roof.

It is important that you install fall arrest systems or fall arrest systems that are independent of persons in accordance with the
standard in your country before starting
work! Industrial safety regulations for construction workers and country-specific regulations must be observed!
If independent fall arresters or fall arrest
systems are not available for work-related
reasons, safety harnesses must be used!

The manufacturer hereby undertakes to take
back for recycling all products bearing the
Ecolabel and all materials used here. Only the
approved heat transfer medium may be used!

If possible, the safety harness must be
fastened over the user. Fasten seat belts only
to components or attachment points with a
high load-bearing capacity!
Do not use defective ladders, e.g. cracked
steps and stiles of wooden ladders, bent and
kinked metal ladders. Do not repair partially
broken steps, railings and braces!

Only use safety harnesses (harnesses and
safety harnesses, lanyards/straps, shock
absorbers, rope cutters) that have been
marked and tested by authorised test laboratories.
If fall arrest or fall arrest systems independent of persons are not available and no
safety harnesses are used, this can lead to
falls from a great height and thus to serious
or fatal injuries!

Set up an inclined ladder safely. Make sure
that the installation angle is correct (68° - 75°).
Secure single ladders against slipping, falling,
slipping and sinking, e.g. by using enlarged
plinths, ladder foot braces adapted to the
ground, fastening devices.
Only lean ladders against safe support points.
Secure ladders in traffic areas with barriers.

Leaning on ladders can lead to dangerous
falls if the ladder gives way, slips or falls
over!
Work in the immediate vicinity of live electrical overhead lines with which you can
only come into contact if - the power is
switched off and this condition is guaranteed for the duration of the work - the live
parts are protected by covers or barriers. the safety distances are not too short.
Stress radius:

Touching live electrical overhead lines can result in death.

Wear protective goggles when drilling!

1 m in 1,000 Volt of voltage
Wear safety shoes during installation!
3 m in 1,000 to 11,000 Volts of voltage
4 m in 11,000 to 22,000 Volts of voltage

Wear cut-resistant work gloves when
installing the collectors!

5 m in 22,000 to 38,000 Volts of voltage

Wear a helmet during installation!

> 5 m if the voltage is unknown
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Checklist at the end:
n

n

n

All clamps tightened correctly?
Randomly check the tightening torque of 15 Nm to avoid unintentional loosening of modules under
external load (wind and snow).
Module clamps correctly tightened?
Randomly check the tightening torque of 15 Nm to avoid unintentional loosening of modules under
external load (wind and snow). Cables safely and securely attached?
Check the cabling with regard to plug connections (correct connection, strain relief), secure fastening (close to the module, no fluttering in the wind, no contact with the roof) and weather/UV protection (module cables as completely as possible under the modules, other cables in pipes if
necessary),
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